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ABOVE, FROM 
LEFT Richard,  
Jon and James 
painstakingly transform 
pieces of steel into 
beautiful chefs’ knives 
that will last  
a lifetime

C O U N T RY  I N  T H E  C I T Y

JUST A SHORT WALK FROM THE busy high street  
of Peckham in south London, you’ll discover a thriving 
creative quarter beneath the station arches, home to a 
host of contemporary artists, including ceramicists,  
sculptors and printmakers. Look behind a decorative,  
red wrought-iron gate, however, and you’ll be transported 
back in time to a world of fire and stone, where age-old 
traditions and tools are still used to form the most 
beautiful of implements. 

Blenheim Forge is just two years old and yet the space is 
already layered with powdery black soot and full of time- 
worn machinery. Accidental artisans Richard Warner, 27, 
Jon Warshawsky, 31, and James Ross-Harris, 25, work here 
every day, creating stylish and timeless knives, heating 
steel in the blazing forge, then hammering it on iron 
anvils and shaping pieces of wood into smooth handles. 

Making knives has been a natural progression for  
James, whose mother is a silversmith. After completing  
a design engineering degree at Goldsmiths College  
in London’s Camberwell, he focused on metalwork, 
producing bespoke furniture in his garden forge, which 
he built himself. Shortly after he met like-minded, new 
housemate Jon, who was working as a carpenter while 
studying philosophy, the pair began to experiment  
with the art of knifemaking. What started as just a  
hobby soon became a major interest. 

On discovering the satisfaction felt when they created 
their first knife in 2012, they started to work at weekends 
in the arches with James’s old boss, and when the space 
became vacant, they moved in full-time, learning, as they 
went along, the labour-intensive process that Japanese 
bladesmiths take decades to master. After their friend 
Richard joined them last year (he had previously been  
a miner in Australia), he helped to make all the forge 
machinery, including the rotating waterstones, belt 
sanders and Japanese-style whetstone grinder from an 
old motor, wood and part of a beer barrel. Most of the 
tools have been custom-made from recycled materials, 
and the four anvils were found locally, too. “It’s amazing 
what you can discover online,” Jon says.

The skilful trio each play their part in crafting the 
finished items, taking inspiration from Japanese designs, 
demonstrated in the names given to their knives, including 
Santoku (“three virtues”, named for its ability to  
perform three main tasks – slicing, dicing and mincing) 
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and Nakiri (knife for cutting greens). Throughout the 
stages of grinding and polishing steel, large quantities 
of charcoal and coke are burnt, so soot-encrusted hands 
and faces are all part of the job. “We import our steel from 
Japan,” James says. “It’s actually harder to work with, but 
you get a nicer edge and it’s so much easier to sharpen.” 
The metal is laminated to form a beautiful ripple effect 
on the blade, which is made with anything from 180  
to 400 layers welded together in what is known as a 
Damascus design. The intensive technique involves 
heating the metal to an incredibly high temperature  
of up to 1,300°C, hammering, pressing and grinding  
it, then repeating this over and over again. 

The handle is fitted to the knife before the blade is 
finished by hand and sharpened on the fine-grit York 
stone grinder. As the waterstone grinds the hardened 
blade, making high-pitched screeching noises, water  
is sprayed over to keep it cool and ensure it keeps its 
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shape. Wood used for the handles is sourced locally,  
mainly apple and cherry from local tree surgeons  
and gardens in the area. “We avoid tropical timber for 
environmental reasons, and prefer to start off with a  
log and choose which bits to use rather than having  
a pre-cut and treated piece,” Jon says. 

It takes anything from five hours to five days to make  
a knife, so each is one of a kind and produced to order;  
it is clear the team aims for perfection. “For every knife  
we offer for sale, there is at least one other that has been 
destroyed through testing its performance or discarded  
if we’re not completely satisfied with it,” Jon says.

After first selling to friends, they are now finding that 
their products are rapidly increasing in popularity  
in professional kitchens, as the beautifully constructed 
blades have proved to be culinary classics, deservedly 
featuring on any discerning cook’s wish list.  

 Blenheim Forge, Arch 229, Blenheim Court,  
London. Prices start at £80 for a petty (small utility) 
knife. To see the products and for information about 
Open House events, visit blenheimforge.co.uk.

Soot-encrusted faces 
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